Michael Sliter <msliter@comcast.net>
To:Mike
Thu, Aug 20 at 1:30 PM

Hello all,
I hope you are all enjoy playing with the Seniors Golf Club. I have received many
good suggestions, some of which we are working on and some that are difficult to
implement. There are some items that need clarification and response, and I will
try to address them as best I can.
WEB SITE - First of all, I hope you are all visiting our web site
(shorelineseniorsgolfclub.org). There are many important pieces of information
about what is going on with the club. One important item is the opportunity for
you to easily post your scores.
TEE TIMES - As most of you know, Joe Urbassik has been collecting and submitting
the weekly tee times. I know from experience that this job is very time consuming
from preparing the tee sheets for the Pro Shop, to accommodating the many
weekly requests from players. Joe is doing a great job of putting this all together
and we thank him for the job he is doing. Unfortunately, Joe has been called back
east and will be gone for a couple of weeks. Many thanks to Bill Marsden for
stepping up and fulfilling Joe’s role.
SLOW PLAY - I have received vocal concerns about “slow play” in some of our
groups. I talked this over with the General Manager and received the following
information:
- The timeline for a round of golf at Shoreline is 4 hours and 30 minutes
(roughly 15 minutes per hole).
- There are “Out Of Position” descriptions on the score card. Please
take time to read and adhere to these.
- There once was a quote on past score cards that made a lot of sense:
“Your position on the golf course is NOT in front of the group behind
you, BUT BEHIND the group in front of you” Please, let’s all make an
effort to keep up.

- Lastly, keep in mind that this is a SENIORS group. We have members
that are in their 80s and 90s. They may not move as quickly as you do
but they have earned their tee time slot.
MOVING TO AN EARLIER TEE TIME - We have received requests from groups that
want to “move up” to an earlier tee time. Currently, there are no openings for
groups to move up. There may be an opportunity for one or two single golfers to
play earlier but not an entire group. Having said this, there may be a way for a
group(s) to move up, but it is entirely their responsibility to make this happen.
The group that wants to move up must contact each member of the time they
want to move into and get that group's ok to trade exact tee time slots. Good
Luck!!
SWEEPS – The winners, and prize amounts, of the golf tournaments on Monday
and Wednesday are collected by our Treasurer, Peter Logan, each week. Peter
compiles a list of the winners and the amounts won, then sends it to the Pro Shop
a few days following the last day of the month. The Pro Shop may take up to a
couple of weeks to enter this information into individual accounts.
All of the board members are around and available every Monday. If you have
other suggestions, come and see us. If you don’t know who the board members
are ----- look at the website.
Mike Sliter, President

